
AROUND THE HORN CONJECTUREL. MANIVELAbstract. We discuss the problem of determining the possible spectra of a sum of Hermitianmatrices each with known spectrum. We explain how the Horn conjecture, which gives acomplete answer to this question, is related with algebraic geometry, symplectic geometry, andrepresentation theory. The �rst lecture is an introduction to Schubert calculus, from which onedirection of Horn's conjecture can be deduced. The reverse direction follows from an applicationof geometric invariant theory: this is treated in the second lecture. Finally, we explain in thethird lecture how a version of Horn's problem for special unitary matrices is related to thequantum cohomology of Grassmannians.Notes for Gael VIII, CIRM, March 2000.1. Eigenvalues of hermitian matrices and Schubert calculusThe problem. Let A;B;C be complex Hermitian n by nmatrices. Denote the set of eigenvalues,or spectrum of A by �(A) = (�1(A) � � � � � �n(A)), and similarly by �(B) and �(C) the spectraof B and C. The main theme of these notes is the following question:Suppose that A+B = C. What can be their spectra �(A), �(B), �(C) ?There are obvious relations, like trace(C) = trace(A)+trace(B) or �1(C) � �1(A)+�1(B). Buta complete answer to this longstanding question was given only recently, and combines worksand ideas from representation theory, symplectic and algebraic geometry.Weyl's inequalities. There are various characterizations of the eigenvalues of Hermitian ma-trices, many of which are variants of the minimax principle. Let ( j ) be the standard Hermitianproduct on C n . If s = n�r, denote by G r;s the Grassmannian of r-dimensional linear subspacesof C n . Then �j+1(A) = minL2Gn�j;j maxx2L(xjx)=1(Axjx):The idea is to test the values of (Axjx) on subspaces of C n . That's how Hermann Weyl [24]proved in 1912 the following inequalities.Proposition 1. �p+q+1(C) � �p+1(A) + �q+1(B):Proof. The �rst point is to understand what happens when you modify a Hermitian matrix byanother one of small rank. To �x notations, let e1; : : : ; en be a basis of C n made of eigenvectorsof A for the eigenvalues �1(A); : : : ; �n(A).Lemma 2. Suppose that rank (B) � k. Then �1(C) � �k+1(A).Proof. For reasons of dimensions, the vector space generated by e1; : : : ; ek+1 meets the kernelof B along a non-zero unitary vector x. Then �1(C) � (Cxjx) = (Axjx) � �k+1(A).After adding if necessary suitable multiples of the identity, we can suppose that the eigenvaluesof A;B;C are all positive. Denote by A(p) the Hermitian endomorphism of C n de�ned byA(p)(ei) = ei if i � p, zero if i > p (it depends on the choice of the basis of eigenvectorswhen �p(A) = �p+1(A)). The largest eigenvalue of A0 = A � A(p) is �1(A0) = �p+1(A). LetB0 = B �B(q) and C 0 = A0 +B0 = C � (A(p) +B(q)). Since A(p) +B(q) has rank at most p+ q,the lemma implies that�p+q+1(C) � �1(C 0) � �1(A0) + �1(B0) = �p+1(A) + �q+1(B):1



2 L. MANIVELNote that the main point in the key lemma above was to �nd a linear subspace in specialposition. In general, it is intuitively clear that the eigenvalues of C = A+B will depend on therelative position of the eigenspaces of A and B. That's precisely the kind of information that isencoded in Schubert varieties of Grassmannians.Schubert varieties. Let V� denote a complete ag in C n , that is, a sequence of linear subspaces0 = V0 � � � � � Vi � � � � � Vn = C n ;where Vi has dimension i. Let � be a partition inscribed in a r by s = n� r rectangle, that is,a sequence of integers s � �1 � � � � � �r � 0. We de�ne the Schubert cell
�(V�) = fW 2 G r;s ; dim (W \ Vj) = i for s+ i� �i � j � s+ i� �i+1g;and the Schubert varietyX�(V�) = fW 2 G r;s ; dim (W \ Vs+i��i) � i; 1 � i � rg:For example, when � has a unique non zero part �1 = k, we get a special Schubert varietyXk(V�) = fW 2 G r;s ; W \ Vs+1�k 6= 0g:We will use the notations 
� and X� when the reference ag V� does not matter. The followingfacts are well-known (see e.g. [10, 8, 19]):1. The Schubert variety X� is a closed subvariety of G r;s , de�ned locally by the vanishing ofminors of the composite maps W � C n ! C n=Vi.2. Let W 2 G r;s . The sequence dim (W \ Vj) goes from 0 to r, increasing at most by one ateach step. So it increases strictly at exactly r values of j, which we denote by j = s+i��i,with � a partition inscribed in a r by s rectangle. This proves thatG r;s = a�2r�s
�:Moreover, if dim (W \ Vs+i��i) � i, we clearly have s+ i� �i � s+ i� �i, henceX� = a���
�:In particular, we have the incidence relation X� � X� if and only if � � �.3. Chose a basis v1; : : : ; vn of C n adapted to the reference ag, i.e. such that Vi = hv1; : : : ; vii.Then W 2 
� admits a unique basis of the formwi = vs+i��i + X1�j�s+i��i;j 6=s+k��k; k�ixijvj;where 1 � i � r. In particular, 
� is a�ne, isomorphic to C rs�j�j where j�j = �1+ � � �+�r.Moreover, it is easy to check that X� is the Zariski closure of 
�.It follows that the Schubert cells de�ne a complex cellular decomposition of the Grassmannian.An immediate consequence is that the fundamental classes of the Schubert varieties, the Schubertclasses �� = [X�], where � is a partition inscribed in a r by s rectangle, form a basis of thecohomology with integers coe�cients:H�(G r;s ;Z) = M��r�sZ��:Note that the Schubert classes do not depend on the reference ag. This is because GL(n; C ) actstransitively on the set of complete ags. And it is a general fact that if Y is a subvariety of somevariety X on which a connected topological group G acts continuously, then the fundamentalclass of gY does not depend on g 2 G.



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 3Exercise. Let Pq(G r;s) = Pk�0 qkrankZH2k(G r;s ;Z) be the Poincar�e polynomial of the Grass-mannian. Prove that when q is a power of a prime, Pq(G r;s) equals the number of points of thegrassmannian G r;s(Fq ) over the �eld with q elements. Deduce from this interpretation thatPq(G r;s) = (1� q)(1 � q2) � � � (1� qr+s)(1� q) � � � (1� qr)(1� q) � � � (1� qs) :How to multiply Schubert classes. Now that we know the additive structure of the coho-mology ring of the Grassmannian, we need to understand its multiplicative structure. It wasinvestigated in detail by mathematicians from the last century, in particular from the Germanand Italian schools. Here are the main remarkable formulas.Duality. Let again V� be our reference ag, with an adapted basis v�. We de�ne the dual agV 0� by V 0i = hvn�i+1; : : : ; vni. From our explicit descriptions of a prefered basis of an elementof a given Schubert cell, we easily deduce the following fact: if � and � are partitions suchthat j�j + j�j = rs, then 
�(V�) and 
�(V 0�) meet transversely in a unique point if � = �̂,where �̂ = (s��r; : : : ; s��1) is the complementary partition of �, and have empty intersectionotherwise (see [10], p. 198 or [19], 3.2.7). This implies that the cup-product���� = ��;�̂�r�s;where �r�s is the class of a point. This means that the basis of the cohomology of the Grassman-nian given by Schubert classes is, up to complementarity, self-dual relatively to Poincar�e duality.Usually, one represents a partition � by its diagram as below (this diagram has �i boxes of thei-th row, from top to bottom) and the complementary partition has complementary diagram(after rotation) in the r by s rectangle.� �̂r s r s ��̂Pieri's formula. Let �k be the class of a special Schubert variety. Then���k = X��r�s;�2�
k �� ;where � 
 k denotes the space of partitions � such that j�j = j�j + k, and �i � �i � �i�1 (see[10], p. 203 or [19], 3.2.8).Giambelli's formula. It is a formal consequence of Pieri's formula that each Schubert class canbe expressed as a determinant in special classes (see [10], p. 198 or [19], 3.2.10):�� = det(��i�i+j)1�i;j�r:Exercise. Identifying C n with its dual vector space, there is a natural isomorphism G r;s ' G s;r .Show that this isomorphism exchanges a Schubert variety X� � G r;s with X�� � G s;r , where ��is the conjugate partition of �. Deduce from Giambelli's formula that if �k = �(1k), then�� = det(���i�i+j)1�i;j�s:



4 L. MANIVEL�r s ��s rThere are other descriptions of the cohomology ring of the Grassmannian, as a quotient ofa polynomial ring. Indeed, one can deduce from Giambelli's formula that the special classes�1; : : : ; �s generate H�(G r;s). Let �(z) = Pk zk�k = (1 + z�1 + � � � + zs�s)�1. One can provethat �k is the k-th Chern class of the dual of the tautological vector bundle on G r;s , which hasrank r, so that �k = 0 for k > r ([10], p. 410); moreover, this gives a complete set of relations.More precisely: H�(G r;s ;Z) ' C [�1 ; : : : ; �s]=h�r+1; : : : ; �ni:In principle, the previous formulas are enough to compute the product ���� of any two Schu-bert classes: you just need to use Giambelli's formula to express �� in terms of special Schubertclasses, and then apply Pieri's formula r times. Of course, this is not very satisfactory. Little-wood and Richardson gave in 1934 a combinatorial algorithm for computing the multiplicitiesc��� in the product ���� =X� c����� :The Littlewood-Richardson rule. First observe that c��� = c��� can be non zero only when� � �; �. A skew-tableau on �=� will be a way to �ll the complement of the diagram of � insidethat of � by positive integers, which increase on each column from top to bottom, and do notdecrease on each line from left to right. It will have weight � if each integer appears exactly�i times in the �lling. Finally, let w = w1:::wj�j be the associated word, obtained by readingthe numbers in the skew-tableau line after line, from right to left. It is a lattice word if in everysubword w1:::wi, each integer j appears at least as often as j + 1 (see [18], I 9).The Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient c��� equals the number of skew-tableaux on �=�,of weight �, whose associated word is a lattice word.Example. In computing the product �32�211, the following skew-tableaux do contribute and weget �32�211 = �531 + �5211 + �441 + �4311 + �42111 + �3321 + �33111 + �32211:1 123 1 123 11 23 1123 11 231123 11 23 1123 1 123There exist several other combinatorial descriptions of Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients. Arecently discovered one is due to Knutson and Tao, and has been essential in their proof of thesaturation conjecture (see below, and [5] for a very clear exposition of the main ideas). Consider



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 5a triangular array of vertices (n+1 on each side), and call rhombus a union of two small triangleswith a common side.
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�� �� ���� �� �� AAAAAAAAAAAADe�nition. A hive is a labelling of this triangular array, such that for each rhombus, the sumof the labels at the obtuse vertices is greater than or equal to the sum of the labels at the acutevertices.If � = (�1; : : : ; �n) is any partition, de�ne �+ = (0; �1; �1+�2; : : : ; j�j). Knutson and Tao provedthat if j�j = j�j + j�j, the Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient c��� equals the number of integralhives with border labels given by �+; j�j+ �+; �+. (For example, on the picture above, there isan integral hive with these border labels for � = (32), � = (211), � = (441).)Schubert calculus and Hermitian matrices. We know enough of Schubert calculus to general-ize Weyl's inequalities. The inequalities we will obtain involve partial sums �I(A) =Pi2I �i(A)of eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix A, where I is an increasing sequence 1 � i1 < � � � < ir � n.To such a sequence, we associate the partition � = �(I) = (ir � r; : : : ; i1 � 1).The relation between the partial sums �I(A) and Schubert varieties is as follows. IfW 2 G r;s ,let �W : C n !W be the hermitian projection, and de�ne the Rayleigh traceRA(W ) = trace(A � �W ) = rXi=1(Aui; ui)for any orthonormal basis (u1; : : : ; ur) of W . Let A� be a complete ag in C n , compatible withthe eigenspaces of A, which means that Ai = ha1; : : : ; aii, with A(ai) = �i(A)ai. Let A0� be theopposite ag. It is an exercise to check that�I(A) = maxW2
�(I)(A0�)RA(W ):Proposition 3. Let A;B;C be Hermitian matrices such that A + B = C. Let r < n, andI; J;K be increasing subsequences of length r, with associated partitions �; �; �. Suppose thatthe Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient c��� is non zero. Then�I(A) + �J(B) � �K(C):Proof. If c��� 6= 0, the duality properties of Schubert classes implies that the intersection of theSchubert varieties 
�(A0�), 
�(B0�) and 
�̂(C�) must be non empty. Let W be an intersectionpoint. Denote by K̂ the increasing sequence corresponding to �̂, so that k̂i = n � kr+1�i: wehave �K̂(�C) = ��K(C). Using the linearity of the Rayleigh trace, we get�I(A) + �J(B) � RA(W ) +RB(W ) = RC(W ) = �R�C(W ) � ��K̂(�C) = �K(C):This proposition, due to Helmke-Rosenthal and Klyachko (see [15], Theorem 1.2), raises anumber of questions. Are these inequalities su�cient for the existence of Hermitian matricesA+ B = C with the corresponding eigenvalues ? If it is the case, why is it enough to considerlinear inequalities in the eigenvalues ? And how can we characterize the triplets (�; �; �) ofpartitions such that the corresponding Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient c��� is non zero ? Wewill answer to the �rst two questions in the next lecture. The answer to the last stems from a



6 L. MANIVELunexpected relation of Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients with the representation theory of thelinear group.Representations of GL(n; C ). Let V be a complex vector space of dimension n. The lineargroup GL(V ) is (linearly) reductive, which means that any of its �nite dimensional rationalrepresentation is a direct sum of irreducible ones (i.e. without any stable proper subspace).Moreover, these irreducible representations are classi�ed by non-increasing sequences of integers� = (�1 � � � � � �n). Among these are the partitions, corresponding to polynomial represen-tations. For simplicity, let us suppose that � is indeed a partition. Then the correspondingirreducible representation S�V , can be de�ned in the following way: choose any numbering N ofthe diagram of � by integers from 1 to l = j�j; denote by (��1; : : : ; ��m) the lenghs of the columnsof this diagram. Then we have a composite mappN : V��1V
 � � � 
 V��mV ,! V 
l ! S�1V
 � � � 
 S�nV;de�ned as follows: the inclusions V��i V ,! V 
��i are the usual ones, but they involve in V 
l thefactors V in the positions prescribed by the numbers in the i-th column of N ; the projectionsV 
�j ! S�jV are the usual symmetrizations, but they involve in V 
l the factors V in thepositions prescribed by the numbers in the j-th line of N . These maps are obviously compatiblewith the diagonal action of GL(V ), thus the image of pN is a GL(V )-module: this is S�V . Forexample, if � has only one non zero part, say �1 = k, then we get the symmetric power SkV ; if� has k non zero parts, all equal to one, we get the skew-symmetric power VkV .The representation theory of the linear group was developped in the �rst decades of thecentury, in particular by I. Schur. Schur knew how to decompose the tensor product of anySchur module S�V with a symmetric power. But it was only in 1947 that Lesieur realized thatthe answer is formally identical with Pieri's formula (up to the fact that in each case we considerpartitions with slightly di�erent restrictions: inscribed in a r by s rectangle for the GrassmannianG r;s , with at most n parts for GL(n; C )). But as we have seen, because of Giambelli's formula(which is a formal consequence of it), Pieri's formula is enough to determine the multiplicationof Schubert classes, hence also of Schur modules. In particular, the multiplicity of S�V insidethe tensor product S�V 
 S�V is equal to the Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient c���.There is a more geometric way to de�ne Schur modules as spaces of sections of line bundles.Consider the variety of partial ags 0 � V1 � � � � � Vm � V , where dim Vi = ��i (repetitions areallowed when � has several columns of the same size). Using a Plucker embedding for each Vi,then a Segre embedding, we obtain a subvariety F�(V ) of PW , where W = V��1V
 � � � 
 V��mV .The Borel-Weil theorem (see [4]) then asserts that�(F�(V );O(1)) = S�V:2. Principles of Geometric Invariant TheoryThe general problem. Let X be an algebraic variety, de�ned over an algebraically closed �eldk, with an action of an a�ne algebraic group G. Can we construct an orbit space for this action,that is, an algebraic variety Y with a surjective morphism f : X �! Y , such that the �bers off are exactly the G-orbits in X ? The answer is scarcely yes (this would imply, for example,that all orbits are closed, i.e. the action would be closed), but we can ask for \quotients" withweaker properties. An important notion is the following:De�nition. A categorical quotient of X by G is a pair (Y; f) such that f is constant on G-orbits,and such that every morphism g : X ! Z with the same property factors through f .The affine case. Let X = SpecA, where G acts rationally on the �nitely generated k-algebraA. This is a particularly nice case when G is a reductive group (in the sense of the �rst lectureif char k = 0, in general the de�nition is di�erent): indeed, it was proved by Weyl for char k = 0,and by Nagata in general, that the algebra AG of G-invariants is �nitely generated ([23], Theorem



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 73.4). One can then de�ne the a�ne variety Y = SpecAG, and the natural morphism f : X �! Yhas the following nice properties ([23], Theorem 3.5):1. OY ' (f�OX)G;2. the image by f of any closed invariant subset is closed;3. f separates disjoint closed invariant subsets.In particular, two points in X have the same image i� their orbit closures meet. A consequenceof these properties is that (Y; f) is a categorical quotient. Moreover, if U is an open subset ofY such that the action of G on f�1(U) is closed, then U is an orbit space.The projective case. For simplicity, let us consider the case where V is a G-module, andX � PV a G-invariant closed subvariety.De�nition. A good quotient of X by G is a pair (Y; f), where f is surjective, a�ne, constanton G-orbits, and satis�es properties 1-3 above. It is a geometric quotient if it's also an orbitspace.In general, such quotients will not exist. But they will if we restrict ourselves to suitable opensubsets of X. The �rst observation is that we need G-invariant forms to reduce the problem tothe a�ne case. This motivates the following important de�nition, for which we follow [23].De�nition. A point x 2 X is semi-stable if there exists a non constant G-invariant homogeneousform P on V such that P (x) 6= 0. It is stable if, moreover, its stabilizer Gx is �nite, and onecan �nd P as above such that the action of G on XP = fy 2 X; P (y) 6= 0g is closed.Denote by Xss and Xs the open subsets of X consisting of semi-stable and stable points.(Note that they may very well be empty.)Fundamental theorem. There exists a good quotient (Y; f) of Xss by G, and Y is projective.Moreover, there exists an open subset Y s of Y such that f�1(Y s) = Xs, and (Y s; f) is ageometric quotient of Xs.The Hilbert-Mumford criterion. Except for very simple cases, it is extremely di�cult fromthe de�nition above to determine which are the stable or semi-stable points of a given action.Indeed, this would imply to compute all the G-invariant polynomials, which is intractable ingeneral. Let x 2 X � PV , and v 2 V lying over x. One can prove ([23], Proposition 4.7):x is semi-stable i� the closure of Gv does not contain the origin;x is stable i� the morphism from G to V given by g 7! gv is proper.From this it is possible to derive a numerical criterion for stability. Recall that a one pa-rameter subgroup of G is a homomorphism � : k� ! G. The induced action of k� on V can bediagonalized: we can �nd a basis e1; : : : ; en of V , and integers k1; : : : ; kn, such that�(t)v = nXi=1 tkiviei for t 2 k�; v = nXi=1 viei 2 V:De�ne �(x; �) = �minfki; vi 6= 0g. Note that when t tends to zero, �(t)x has a limit x0,corresponding to v0 = Pki+�=0 viei. Moreover, �(x; �) = �(x0; �). The Hilbert-Mumfordcriterion states that a point is (semi-)stable i� it is (semi-)stable with respect to every oneparameter subgroup ([23], Theorem 4.9):x is (semi-)stable i� �(x; �) > 0(� 0) for every one parameter subgroup � of G.Application to flags. We will apply the Hilbert-Mumford criterion on two examples, the �rstbeing a simple version of the second one.1. Let U;E be vector spaces. The action of G = SL(U) on W = U 
E induces, for eachinteger r, an action on VrW , and on the Grassmannian G (r;W ) � P(VrW ).



8 L. MANIVELProposition 4. A point L 2 G (r;W ) is semi-stable i� for every proper subspace V of U , thesubspace M = L \ (V 
E) of W is such that�(M) = dimMdim V � �(L) = dim Ldim U :Proof. Let � be a one parameter subgroup of G: we choose a basis u1; : : : ; un of U such that�(t)ui = triui, with r1 � � � � � rn, and let Ui = hu1; : : : ; uii and Li = L \ (Ui
E). LetLp1 � � � � � Lpm = L be those Li 6= Li�1, and denote their dimensions by l1; : : : ; lm. Choose anadapted basis fj of L. If li�1 < j � li, we have fj = Pk�pi uk
 vk;j for some vk;j 2 V . ThenL0 = limt! 0 �(t)L is the space generated by the upi 
 vpi;j, and a simple computation showsthat �(L; �) = �(L0; �) = �Xj rpj dim Lpj=Lpj�1 = � nXi=1 ri dim Li=Li�1:If the criterion given by the proposition is ful�lled, then dim Li � im=n, and using the identityr1+ � � �+ rn = 0, which follows from the fact that � is a subgroup of SL(U), we get �(L; �) � 0.Hence L is semi-stable. The reverse statement is an exercise.2. Let now V� be a m-�ltration of V , that is a family of m �ltrations V (i)� of V (the dimensionsof each subspace is �xed). Each such �ltration de�nes a point of some ag manifold, and througha Segre product a m-�ltration thus de�nes a point in the projectivization of a tensor productof wedge powers of V (or of Schur modules), which is endowed with a natural SL(V )-action.Applying the Hilbert-Mumford criterion as in the proof of the previous proposition, we �nd:Proposition 5. A m-�ltration V� is semi-stable i� for every proper subspace L of V ,�(L) = 1dim LXi;j dim (L \ V (i)j ) � �(V ):Hermitian matrices again. We have seen in our �rst lecture that each non zero Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient gives restrictions on the set of eigenvalues of triplets of Hermitian matriceswith sum zero. We now want to prove the reverse statement, and its obvious extension to agreater number of matrices. This is due to A. Klyachko [15].Proposition 6. There exists Hermitian matrices A(1); : : : ; A(m) of size n, having for spectrathe weakly decreasing sequences �(1); : : : ; �(m), and such that A(1) + � � �+A(m) is scalar, i�1r mXk=1 �I(k)(k) � 1n mXk=1 nXi=1 �i(k)for all r < n, and all m-tuples I(1); : : : ; I(m) of increasing sequences of r positive integers, suchthat the product of the corresponding Schubert classes is non zero.Proof. The necessity of these conditions is checked as in Proposition 1.3. To prove the reversestatement, we can use a density argument to make a few additional assumptions: �rst, wesuppose that the spectra �(i) are strictly decreasing rational sequences, that they are positive(after adding, if necessary, suitable scalar operators), and even, after multiplying by some integer,that they are partitions with distinct parts; second, we suppose that all the inequalities aboveare strict.Then we choose generic ags F (i)� in C n , from which we construct a m-�ltration by lettingV (i)p = F (i)�(i;p); where �(i; p) = �(i)�p:We letA(i) be the sum of the Hermitian projections on the V (i)p , which has the required spectrum.There remains to prove that A(1) + � � �+A(m) must be scalar.



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 9For this we choose a Hermitian metric on V , and for each i, a Hermitian basis v(i; �) of Vadapted to the ag F (i)� . We consider ourm-�ltration as a point in PW , whereW = 
i;pV�(i;p)V ,and a point above it is v = 
i;pv(i; 1) ^ � � � ^ v(i; �(i; p)) 2W:Because of the previous proposition and the hypothesis, our m-�ltration is stable, hence theSL(V )-orbit of v is closed and does not contain the origin. There is therefore a point in thisorbit, say v itself, which minimizes the distance to the origin (for the induced norm onW ). Thisimplies that for all X 2 End(V ) with trace (X) = 0, we have0 = Re(Xv; v) = ReXi;p RX(F (i)�(i;p)) = ReXi trace (XA(i)):Since the A(i) are Hermitian, this implies our claim.Corollary 7. Let �(A); �(B); �(C) be weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers, such thatPi �i(A) +Pi �i(B) =Pi �i(C). Suppose that for every r < n, and every increasing sequencesI; J;K of length r with associated partitions �; �; �, such that c��� 6= 0, one has�I(A) + �J(B) � �K(C):Then there exists Hermitian matrices A+B = C of size n, with spectra �(A); �(B); �(C).The saturation conjecture. By the very de�nition, a m-�ltration is semi-stable if and only ifthere exists a SL(V )-invariant form on W which does not vanish at the corresponding point inthe product X of ag varieties. This product has a natural projective embedding (use a Pluckerembedding for each subspace, and compose with a Segre embedding), corresponding to a veryample line bundle O(1). By the Borel-Weil theorem, we have�(X;O(N)) = SN�(A(1))V
 � � � 
 SN�(A(m))V:If the condition of Proposition 6 are ful�lled, there exists a semi-stable point in X, and thisimplies that for some N > 0, the above tensor product must contain some trivial factor (trivialas a representation of SL(V )).A priori, one has no control on the integer N , but the saturation theorem of Knutson andTao says that we can always take N = 1!Theorem 8. There is an integer N > 0 such that SN�(1)V
 � � � 
 SN�(m)V contains a trivialfactor, i� S�(1)V
 � � � 
 S�(m)V itself contains a trivial factor.We will not explain the proof of this theorem, which follows from a careful study of the com-binatorics of hives [17, 5]. Let us simply notice that for m = 3, S�V 
S�V 
SV contains atrivial SL(V )-factor i� j�j � j�j = v � w for some integer w, where v = dim V , and c��� 6= 0 for� the complementary partition of  in the v by w rectangle. A consequence of all this is thatthe non-vanishing of Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients can be checked recursively.Horn's conjecture. We can now state the original conjecture of Horn, which goes back to 1962[11] and is also recursive in nature. De�ne the sets of triples of increasing sequences of r integersin f1; : : : ; ng:Unr = f(I; J;K); jIj+ jJ j = jKj+ r(r+1)2 g;T nr = f(I; J;K) 2 Unr ; jIjF + jJ jG � jKjH + p(p+1)2 8p < r; 8(F;G;H) 2 T rp g:Theorem 9. There exists Hermitian matrices (A;B;C) of size n, such that A + B = C, i�trace (A) + trace (B) = trace (C), and�I(A) + �J(B) � �K(C) 8r < n; 8(I; J;K) 2 T nr :



10 L. MANIVELProof. One checks, using induction, that this is just a reformulation of Proposition 3 and Corol-lary 7. For more details, see [7], Theorem 12.For n = 2 we get 1 � �1 + �1, 2 � �2 + �1; �1 + �2. For n = 3, we obtain twelve inequalities:�1 + �3; �2 + �2; �3 + �1 � 1 � �1 + �1;�2 + �3; �3 + �2 � 2 � �1 + �2; �2 + �1;�3 + �3 � 3 � �1 + �3; �2 + �2; �3 + �1:Why polytopes? There seems to be no reason a priori why the set of eigenvalues of Hermitianmatrices whose sum is zero, should be described by linear inequalities, that is, should be a convexpolytope. It turns out that such polytopes do appear in the general context of torus actions onsymplectic varieties, of which our problem is a special case.De�nition. Let M be a manifold, with an action of a connected Lie group K preserving asymplectic form !. Di�erentiating this action, we associate to each X 2 k (the Lie algebra ofK), a vector �eld �X on M . A map � : M ! k� is then a moment map for the action of Kin M if it is K-equivariant (with respect to the coadjoint action of K on the dual k� of its Liealgebra), and for all X 2 k, d�(X) = !(�X ; �) (equality of 1-forms on M).This is equivalent to the existence of a Hamiltonian H : k �! O(M), the space of regularfunctions on M , which is a Lie algebra homomorphism and lifts the natural map � : k �! T (M)induced by the action. Here T (M) is the space of vector �elds onM ; if f 2 O(M), its di�erentialdf can be identi�ed via the symplectic form with a vector �eld �f . The moment map and theHamiltonian are related by the identity H(X)(m) = �(m)(X) for m 2M , X 2 k.Moment maps have good functorial properties: if N is a K-invariant submanifold of M , therestriction �jN is a moment map for the restricted action. Also, if we restrict the action to asubgroup L of K, we get a moment map for this new action by composing with the projectionk� ! l�.Example 1. The action of the unitary group U(n + 1) on Pn (endowed with the symplecticstructure given by the Fubini-Study metric) is Hamiltonian: the moment map associates to eachpoint of Pn the Hermitian projection on the corresponding line in C n+1 . Therefore the actionof any subgroup K of U(n+ 1) preserving a subvariety X of Pn is also Hamiltonian.Example 2. Let M be any coadjoint orbit in k�. Let km be the stabilizer of a point m 2 M .Then TmM ' k=km, and the identity !( �X; �Y ) = h[X;Y ];mi de�nes a symplectic form on M .One checks that the inclusion M ,! k� is a moment map for the action of K on M .Example 3. Take in particular K = U(n), so that k is the space of skew-Hermitian matrices.Then k� can be identi�ed, in a K-equivariant way, with the space Hn of Hermitian matrices viathe trace form H 7! trace (iH:). This identi�es the coadjoint orbits in k� with the K-orbitsin Hn, which are just the spaces O� of Hermitian matrices with �xed spectrum �, a weaklydecreasing sequence of real numbers.The following theorem is due to Atiyah and Guillemin-Sternberg (see [13], 3.4):Theorem 10. Let M be a compact connected symplectic manifold. Suppose that a torus T actson M with a moment map u : M ! t�. Then u(M) is a convex polytope. More precisely, theimage under u of the �xed point set of T in M is �nite, and u(M) is the convex hull of this�nite set.In the example above, we can restrict the action on O� to the subgroup T of K consistingof diagonal matrices, which is a torus group. The induced moment map u : O� ! t� takes aHermitian matrices to its diagonal entries. The theorem then asserts that the diagonal entries ofthe matrices with spectrum � describe the convex hull of the permutations of �. This is knownas the Schur-Horn theorem.



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 11For a Hamiltonian action of a Lie group which is not a torus group, the image of the momentmap needs not be convex, but still a part of it must be convex. Suppose that K is compact, letT be a maximal torus in K, and t�+ � t� a positive Weyl chamber; when K = U(n), the maincase of interest to us, T is the torus group of diagonal matrices in K and t�+ can be chosen tobe the cone of weakly decreasing sequences.Theorem 11. Let M be a compact connected symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian actionof K. Then u(M) \ t�+ is a convex polytope.To state this theorem, which is due to F. Kirwan ([14], Theorem 2.1), in a slightly di�erentway, consider the map p : k� ! t�+ which (for K = U(n)) takes a Hermitian matrix to itsspectrum. Then p � u(M) � t+ is a convex polytope. This holds for any compact group, themap p being de�ned through the property that each K-orbit in k� meets t�+ at a single point.Example 4. Consider the diagonal action of K = U(n) on O��O�. This action is Hamiltonian,its moment map takes a pair of Hermitian matrices to their sum. Composing with the mapp above, we get that the spectrum of the sum of two Hermitian matricies with given spectra,describes a convex polytope. This justi�es qualitatively the Horn conjecture. (See [16] for aquantitative discussion along the same lines.)3. The quantum caseThe multiplicative problem. Let A 2 SU(n). Its eigenvalues are complex numbers of normone, which we can write in a unique way as exp(2i��i), with �1 � � � � � �n � �1 � 1 and�1 + � � � + �n = 0. These inequalities de�ne the fundamental alcove U , and we denote by�(A) 2 U the spectrum of A. The multiplicative analogue of Horn's problem is then: how canwe describe the set�q(l) = f(�(A1); : : : ; �(Al)); A1; : : : ; Al 2 SU(n); A1 � � �Al = Ig ?A geometric interpretation. For � 2 U , denote by O� the space of special unitary matriceswith spectrum �. Consider the open curve P1 minus l points p1; : : : ; pl: its fundamental groupis generated by l small loops 1; : : : ; l around p1; : : : ; pl, with the single relation 1 � � � l = 1.Thererefore, there is an identi�cation betweenN (�1; : : : ; �l) = f(A1; : : : ; Al) 2 O�1 � � � � � O�l ; A1 � � �Al = Ig=SU(n)and the moduli space M(�1; : : : ; �l) of unitary n-dimensional representations (up to global con-jugacy) of �1(P1 � fp1; : : : ; plg), such that the image of i is in O�i . In particular (�1; : : : ; �l) 2�q(l) i� M(�1; : : : ; �l) is non empty.There is another interpretation of this moduli space, due to Mehta and Seshadri. This involvesthe concept of stable vector bundles, which is of course closely related with the stability conceptof Geometric Invariant Theory (see [23], Chapter 5). On a smooth complete curve C, a vectorbundle E is (semi-)stable if, for every proper sub-bundle F of E , we have�(F) = deg(F)rank(F) � �(E):Suppose that the genus of C is at least two, and that C ' H =�, where H denotes the Poincar�ehalf-plane and � ' �1(C) is a discrete subgroup of Aut(H ) ' PSL(2;R) acting freely on H . Thenit is a classical theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri that the space of isomorphism classes ofunitary representations of � is in bijection with the moduli space of semi-stable vector bundles ofdegree zero on C [22]. The de�nition of this correspondance is the following: to a representation� : �! U(n), one associates the vector bundle E� = H �� C n on C.The theorem of Mehta and Seshadri [20] is an extension of this result to non-compact Riemannsurfaces with �nite volume. Such a surface can be seen as the complement of a �nite set in acomplete curve (P1 in the case of interest to us).



12 L. MANIVELDe�nition. A parabolic 1 vector bundle E on P1 is a vector bundle of rank n plus additionaldata: a complete ag Epi;� of subspaces of each �ber Epi; weights �i;j, which are real numberssuch that �i;1 > � � � > �i;n � �i;1 � 1. Its parabolic degree ispardeg(E) = deg(E) +Xi;j �i;j:Actually, the weights will only play a role in the de�nition of semi-stability. Consider a sub-bundle F of E . It can be endowed with a parabolic structure in the following way: each �berFpi has an induced complete ag, given by taking the distinct terms in the sequence Fpi \Epi;j,and we associate to each of these subspaces the maximum of the corresponding weights. ThenE is semi-stable i� 8F � E ; �p(F) = pardeg(F)rank(F) � �p(E):Theorem 12. Suppose that �1; : : : ; �l are rational sequences. Then the space M(�1; : : : ; �l) ishomeomorphic to the moduli space of semi-stable parabolic vector bundles on P1, of degree zeroand parabolic weights �i;j at pi.Moreover, one can show that the generic point E of this moduli space must be semi-stableas an ordinary vector bundle ([1], Lemma 5.2). On P1, a vector bundle is a direct sum of linebundles, and is semi-stable i� all these line bundles have the same degree. Here, E has degreezero and is therefore trivial.The quantum cohomology of the Grassmannian. A sub-bundle F of the trivial bundle E issimply given by a map �F : P1 ! G r;s , such that F = ��FS, where S is the tautological vectorbundle on G r;s . Since detF = ��FO(�1), we havepardeg(F) = �deg(�F ) + Xj2I1(�F ) �1;j + � � �+ Xj2Il(�F ) �l;j;where the sequence Ii(�F ) encodes the relative position of �F (pi) � Epi with respect to thecomplete ag Epi;�. We get:Theorem 13. The set �q(l) � U l is the polytope de�ned by the inequalitiesXj2I1 �j(A1) + � � �+Xj2Il �j(Al) � d;where I1; : : : ; Il are increasing sequences of r < n elements in f1; : : : ; ng such that there exists adegree d map � : P1 ! G r;s sending p1; : : : ; pl to Schubert cells 
I1 ; : : : ;
Il in general position.Now the question is to �nd necessary and su�cient conditions for such maps to exist. Amajor discovery of the last ten years has been that these maps can be used to construct cer-tain q-deformations of cohomology rings, whose very striking properties have had spectacularapplications, specially in enumerative geometry. This is the theory of quantum cohomology, forwhich we refer to [9].We will be primarily interested in the small quantum cohomology ring QH�(G ) of the Grass-mannian G = G r;s . This ring can be de�ned as the space H�(G ; C )[q], where q is an indetermi-nate, endowed with the following commutative and associative product:�� � �� =Xd�0 c���(d)qd�� ;where the quantum Littlewood-Richardson number c���(d) is de�ned as follows 2. It is equal tothe number of degree d maps � : P1 ! G sending three given points to Schubert cells 
�;
�;
�̂1The word \parabolic" comes from the uniformization theory of non-compact Riemann surfaces.2In a more general setting, one can de�ne quantum cohomology in terms of Gromov-Witten invariants, whichare de�ned through moduli spaces of stable maps from a pointed curve to a variety with certain properties. Themiracle is that this product is associative([9], Theorem 4).



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 13in general position when this number is �nite, and zero otherwise. A dimension count showsthat c���(d) can be non-zero only when j�j+ nd = j�j+ j�j (as follows from [9], Theorem 2(i)).Note that c���(0) = c��� is the usual Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient, and that the quantumcohomology ring is a q-deformation of the ordinary cohomology. In the case of the Grassmannianone can give a simple description of this ring.Theorem 14. Let �(z) = (1� z�1 + � � �+ (�1)szs�s)�1 =Pk zk�k. ThenQH�(G ) ' QH�r;s = C [�1 ; : : : ; �s; q]=h�r+1; : : : ; �n�1; �n + (�1)sqi:Proof. We �rst check that the relations �r+1; : : : ; �n�1; �n + (�1)sq do hold in QH�(G ). Firstrecall that if c���(d) 6= 0, we must have j�j + nd = j�j + j�j, which implies that d = 0 whenj�j + j�j < n: upto degree n � 1, the quantum and the classical products coincide. Since therelations �r+1; : : : ; �n�1 do hold in H�(G ) (see the �rst lecture), they hold in QH�(G ) as well.For the remaining relation, note that the formal identity �n � �1�n�1 + � � � + (�1)s�s�r = 0reduces in QH�(G ) to �n+(�1)s�s�r = 0. Therefore, all we need to check is that c���(1) = 1 for� = (s), � = (1r) and � = (sr). The corresponding Schubert varieties are respectively fW � Hg,fW � lg and fW0g, where H is some hyperplane and l a is line. Note that a line in G mustbe of the form fA � W � Bg, the dimensions of A and B being r � 1 and r + 1. In general,there is a unique such line meeting the three Schubert varieties above, given by A = W0 \ Hand B = hW0; li, and our claim follows.This is enough to prove the theorem: indeed, we proved that there is a ring homomorphismQH�r;s ! QH�(G ), which is an isomorphism modulo q. But these two Z[q]-modules are free ofthe same rank, hence they must be isomorphic.Corollary 15. The quantum cohomology ring of the projective space isQH�(Pn) = Z[t; q]=htn+1� qi:Quantum schubert calculus. What does remain of the formulas of Pieri and Giambelli inquantum cohomology? A quite surprising result, due to A. Bertram [2], is that Giambelli'sformula holds without any quantum correction:Proposition 16. For every partition � inscribed in the r by s rectangle, one has in QH�(G )�� = det(��i�i+j)1�i;j�r:The proof uses a generalization of Giambelli's formula, due to Kempf and Laksov, which appliesto the \relative" situation where one has a morphism u : E ! F between vector bundles onsome variety X, and a ag of subbundles of E. One then looks at the points of X above whichthe kernel of u has a given relative position with respect to these subbundles. Under genericityassumptions, this de�nes a subvariety of X whose fundamental class is given by a Giambelli typeformula in terms of Chern classes of E and F (see [19], 3.5.17). Such a description can preciselybe used in the context of quantum cohomology, by de�ning generalized Schubert varieties onthe so-called Quot-scheme, and the Kempf-Laksov formula proves the proposition.For any partition � = (�1; : : : ; �l), we can de�ne the class �� = det(��i�i+j)1�i;j�l inQH�(G ).This class is obviously zero if �1 > r, but not necessarily when ��1 > s. We will give analgorithm to express such classes in terms of those corresponding to partitions contained in ther by s rectangle, and show how this leads to a formula for quantum Littlewood-Richardsoncoe�cients.De�nition. Choose a box on the border of the diagram of �, and make n�1 steps on this borderin the north-east direction to cover a n-rim of �. This n-rim is legal if its complement in � isagain a partition, illegal otherwise. The width of a n-rim is the number of columns it occupies.In the picture below you see an illegal and a legal 4-rim in the partition � = (5531).



14 L. MANIVEL
Lemma 17. If � contains an illegal n-rim, or if �r+1 > 0 and � contains no n-rim, then �� = 0.If � contains a legal n-rim of width w and complement �, then �� = (�1)r�wq��:Proof. The key observation is that the relation �n + (�1)rq = 0 implies, by induction, that forall j � 0, �n+j + (�1)rq�j = 0. Let � = ��: we have �� = det(��i�i+j)1�i;j��1 : If � contains non-rim, then �1+�1 � n, and if moreover �r+1 > 0, which means that �1 > r, then the �rst lineof this determinant is identically zero.Now consider some n-rim of �, beginning on column a and ending in column b. This n-rim isillegal precisely when �a � a� n = �b+1 � (b+ 1). Using the relations �n+j + (�1)rq�j = 0. onthe a-th line of the determinant above, we obtain a new line that is proportional to the b+1-thline, hence �� = 0.If the n-rim is legal, we pass this new line to the b-th row to obtain, up to the sign, adeterminant of the same kind which is precisely ��.This lemma gives the algorithm we were looking for: beginning with a partition �, one canremove legal n-rims until there is no more in the remaining partition �. (This partition does notdepend on the choice of the n-rims removed: it is known as the n-core of �. Nor does the sign"(�=�) = (�1)mr�w, where w is the sum of the widths of the n-rims removed, and m is theirnumber (see [12], Th. 2.7.16).) Then �� = 0 if � is not contained in the r by s rectangle, andotherwise �� = "(�=�)qm��:Example. The partition � = (55541) has (321) for 2-core, and the pictures below show di�erentways of removing legal 2-rims.

We are now able to compute quantum Littlewood-Richardson numbers:Proposition 18. The quantum Littlewood-Richardson numbers can be expressed in terms ofordinary Littlewood-Richardson numbers in the following way:c���(d) =X� "(�=�)c���;where the sum is over partitions � with �1 � r that can be obtained from � by adding d n-rims(but � needs not be contained inside the r by s rectangle).Proof. If we forget the relations �s; : : : ; �n, the Littlewood-Richardson rule tells that���� =X� c����� in C [�1 ; : : : ; �s]:InQH�(G ), we express the right hand side in terms of partitions inscribed in the r by s rectangle,and the algorithm above gives the claim.Example. Let � = (32211), � = (432), � = (2211), and let us compute c���(1) for r = s = 6,n = 12. We �rst add a 12-rim; there are only two such rims that can contribute, correspondingto � = (6332211) and �0 = (53322111). Applying the Littlewood-Richardson rule one checksthat c��� = 3 and c�0�� = 2, hence c���(1) = 3� 2 = 1.



AROUND THE HORN CONJECTURE 15
Exercise. Check that QH�(G 2;4) has the following multiplication table:�1 �2 �11 �21 �22�1 �2 + �11 �21 �21 �22 q�1�2 �21 �22 q q�1 q�11�11 �21 q �22 q�1 q�2�21 �22 q�1 q�1 q�2 + q�11 q�21�22 q�1 q�11 q�2 q�21 q2Exercise. Deduce from the previous proposition the quantum Pieri formula:�� � �k = X��r�s;�2�
k �� + q X��r�s;�2��k ��;where the quantum contribution � � k is the set of partitions � of size j�j = j�j + k � n, suchthat �1 � 1 � �1 � �2 � 1 � � � � � �s�1 � 1 � �s � 0.This is enough, in principle, to list a complete set of conditions in Theorem 13. Indeed, iftheir exists a map � : P1 ! G of degree d hiting a collection of Schubert cells in general position,one can show that for some e � d, there exists a �nite non-zero number of maps of degree e withthe same property ([1], Lemma 5.5). This means that the corresponding quantum Littlewood-Richardson coe�cient is non-zero, and this can be checked with the help of Proposition 17.References[1] Agnihotri S., Woodward C.: Eigenvalues of products of unitary matrices and quantum Schubert calculus,Math. Res. Letters 5 (1998), 817-836.[2] Bertram A.: Quantum Schubert calculus, Advances Math. 128 (1997), 289-305.[3] Bertram A., Ciocan-Fontanine I., Fulton W.: Quantum multiplication of Schur polynomials, J. of Algebra219 (1999), 728-746.[4] Bott R.: On induced representations, in The mathematical heritage of Hermann Weyl, Proc. Symp. PureMath. 48 (1988), 1-13.[5] Buch A.S.: The saturation conjecture, after A. Knutson and T. Tao, math.CO/9810180.[6] Fulton W.: Eigenvalues of sums of hermitian matrices (after A. Klyachko), S�eminaire Bourbaki 845, June1998, Ast�erisque 252 (1998), 255-269.[7] Fulton W.: Eigenvalues, invariant factors, highest weights and Schubert calculus, math.AG/9908012.[8] Fulton W.: Young tableaux, Cambride University Press 1997.[9] Fulton W., Pandharipande R.: Notes on stable maps and quantum cohomology, Algebraic geometry, SantaCruz 1995, 45-96 Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 62 Part 2, AMS 1997.[10] Gri�ths P., Harris J.: Principles of algebraic geometry, Second edition, Wiley 1994.[11] Horn A.: Eigenvalues of sums of Hermitian matrices, Paci�c J. Math. 12 (1962), 225-241.[12] James G., Kerber A.: The representation theory of the symmetric group, Encyclopedia of pure mathematicsand its applications, vol. 16, Addison-Wesley 1981.[13] Kirwan F.: Cohomology of quotients in symplectic and algebraic geometry, Mathematical Notes 31, PrincetonUniversity Press 1984.[14] Kirwan F.: Convexity properties of the moment mapping III, Inventiones Math. 77 (1984), 547-552.[15] Klyachko A.: Stable bundles, representation theory and Hermitian operators, Selecta Math. 4 (1998), 419-445.[16] Knutson A.: The symplectic and algebraic geometry of Horn's problem, math.LA/9911088.
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